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StreamGuys and Xperi Demonstrate Metadata Workflow for 

Visual Radio Content at IBC 
 

Interoperability between AIM Rapid and two StreamGuys solutions ensures consistent delivery of rich 
visual content for online audio streams 

 

BAYSIDE, CALIFORNIA, September 13, 2023 – Pioneering streaming and podcast solutions provider 

StreamGuys will demonstrate a new metadata workflow with Xperi (NYSE: XPER) at IBC that will help 

radio broadcasters publish rich visual content alongside their online audio streams. The demonstration 

will prove how broadcasters are assured consistency across their terrestrial and streaming platforms 

through the reliable integration of AIM Rapid and SGplayer, StreamGuys’ HTML5 solution for consumer 

playback and content navigation. Both solutions support reliable metadata throughput and delivery to 

multiple consumer platforms.  

 

AIM Rapid delivers visual content, notably album art, to radio stations alongside music track details, 

enhanced show information, news alerts and more. It can do so for FM, DAB+, and HD Radio™ delivery 

systems, as well as connected cars, websites and mobile platforms. Working with StreamGuys will ensure 

that the same album artwork is used across all delivery platforms, including websites and mobile 

platforms using SGplayer. StreamGuys’ SGmetadata service for metadata management enables reliable 

handoff between the middleware (AIM Rapid) and playout (SGplayer, mobile app) workflow elements. 

 

“Xperi has provided metadata solutions to broadcasters for more than 16 years,” said Chris Gould, vice 

president for All in Media, the Xperi division that manages AIM Rapid. “We have a wealth of experience 

building middleware that is reliable, simple to use, and can also interface with a wide range of third-party 

systems such as SGplayer from StreamGuys. The interoperability between AIM Rapid and SGplayer 

ultimately means that the online audio consumer enjoys a richer experience with track metadata and 

artwork approved and delivered from the broadcaster, who will no longer worry about a lack of 

consistency across different audiences. Working with StreamGuys, we have made the process of 

delivering rich visual content to online platforms as simple and reliable as possible.” 

 

Eduardo Martinez, Vice President of Technology for StreamGuys, explains that the workflow originates 

within the playout automation system, which feeds Xperi Rapid. The Rapid middleware grabs additional 

metadata related to the track from Xperi’s TiVo® music library, including album art, and feeds the 

streaming encoder. The SGmetadata service then pulls and converts the standards-based metadata for 
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translation to SGplayer and mobile apps, which display the album art and other visual content alongside 

track information for the consumer. 

 

“This is an intelligent and interoperable metadata workflow that solves a very common problem for the 

broadcaster,” said Martinez. “Many broadcasters have immense song libraries with incomplete metadata, 

and Rapid intuitively steps in to provide that missing metadata as needed. Interoperability with 

SGmetadata extends these capabilities to the broadcaster’s online audio streams, ensuring reliable 

transport through the CDN ecosystem and to the output for presentation on SGplayer. Working close with 

the Xperi team, we developed, tested and confirmed a solution within one week that is simple to setup, 

quick to deploy and consistent in service.” 

 

StreamGuys will demonstrate the interoperable workflow between AIM Rapid, SGmetadata and SGplayer 

at the ENCO stand (8.C73), where StreamGuys is an official IBC co-exhibitor. IBC begins Friday and runs 

through Monday, September 18. 

 

About Xperi 

Xperi invents, develops, and delivers technologies that enable extraordinary experiences. Xperi 

technologies, delivered via its brands (DTS®, HD Radio™, TiVo®), and by its startup, Perceive, and 

IMAX Enhanced, an IMAX and DTS partnership, have been integrated into billions of consumer devices 

and media platforms worldwide, powering smart devices, connected cars and entertainment experiences. 

Xperi has created a unified ecosystem that reaches highly engaged consumers driving increased value 

for partners, customers and consumers. 

 

©2023 Xperi Inc. All Rights Reserved. Xperi®, TiVo®, DTS®, HD Radio™, Perceive®, Play-Fi®, and their 

respective logos are trademark(s) or registered trademark(s) of Xperi Inc. or its subsidiaries in the United 

States and other countries. All other trademarks and content are the property of their respective owners. 

 

About StreamGuys, Inc. 

Founded in 2000, StreamGuys is an industry-leading service provider of live and on-demand streaming, 

podcasting delivery and software-as-a-service (SaaS) toolsets for enterprise-level broadcast media 

organizations. The company brings together the industry’s best price-to-performance ratio, a robust and 

reliable network, and an infinitely scalable cloud-based platform for clients of any size to process, deliver, 

monetize and playout professional streaming content. StreamGuys supports many of the world’s largest 

podcasts, global TV and radio broadcasters, video and audio production companies, houses of worship, 

retail and hospitality businesses, government organizations, medical and healthcare services and live 

venues for sports and entertainment. The company excels in developing and deploying technologies for 

business growth and revenue generation, including dynamic ad insertion, Alexa skills, mobile streaming 

and detailed business and data analytics. 
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